silicon validation, a case study on debug speed failures in microprocessors, a discussion on statistical-learning techniques to diagnosis, a survey of diagnosis techniques for scan chains, another survey on physical techniques facilitating chip-backside debug, and an overview of five debug standardization activities. I'd like to take this opportunity to thank our guest editors, Erik Jan Marinissen and Rob Aitken, for their great job in putting together this very strong and timely issue.
This issue also includes a roundtable based on a special session from the 2007 Design Automation Conference on thousand-core chips. Organized by D&T Roundtables Editor William Joyner and jointly moderated by David Yeh and Li-Shiuan Peh, this roundtable summarizes four panelists' views on education, programming languages, operating systems, and design automation for supporting future multicore chips.
Finally, I encourage you to participate in a future D&T issue by either submitting your theme or nontheme manuscript or by serving as a guest editor for a special theme issue. To submit your special-issue proposal for evaluation by our editorial board, please see our Web site (http://computer.org/dt). Please also feel free to contact me directly for additional information or clarification. 
